HTL to Unveil LED Video Display Solutions at Prolight 2016
As a leading LED display supplier in China, HTL offers a whole a solution for the video LED solutions and has
constantly developed new products into the market.
Online PR News â€“ 25-June-2016 â€“ HTL will launch a showcase of its LED video solutions at Prolight
2016. With the Booth No.M398, HTL will promotes the F8 and F8 Raddit LED video walls, F8 LED video
stand and F8 LED video display technologies.
Â
Through a demand for more visually creative commercial environments, we have witnessed an extraordinary
growth in the incorporation of our LED video technology into the professional audio/visual industry, said
Taddy Liu, HTL Director of Marketing. Prolight grants us a tremendous opportunity to show the creative
potential of our innovative LED video solutions, and we are thrilled to share our technology with visitors from
around the world.
Â
The F8 is available in two sizes with 3.0mm-6.25mm pitch options, Raddita 6.25mm full outdoor, IP65 version
as well. For optimum performance, F8 tiles are calibrated directly out of the box to ensure color and
brightness and provide easy access to the back of panels allows for quick and simple on-site repairs.
Â
F8 Raddit is capable of a 15-degree curve in any direction and is one of the highest resolution curve-able
LED screens on the market.
Â
Because of its bright, dense display and high refresh rate, F8 Raddit photographs and videos smoothly and
its tiles are calibrated directly out of the box to help decrease failure, and insure perfect color and brightness
of your LED screen.
Â
A replacement for traditional static and backlit signage, the F8 LED stand is a self-contained 3.0mm
pitch/resolution video display with a sleek design for easy mobility throughout any space. Its Wi-Fi
connectivity allows for convenient networking and content updating to maximize the viewer experience and it
is customizable with multiple base options. The LED display panel of F8 can be further customized to a
specific size with an assortment of color aluminum frame options, Radditit can create right angles to wrap
around 90 degree corners wherever needed.
Â
Giving designers and architects even more creative freedom, F8 is a flexible and magnetic LED display. Its
ability to curve and attach to virtually any surface makes it perfect for those installations that call for a
non-traditional LED solution with an extremely high resolution.
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Â
About HTL:
Â
HTL is a leading LED display screen supplier since the establishment in 2006. HTL integrates R&D,
production with sales and service of full color LED displays, offering the whole solution for Indoor and outdoor
LED display screen,both for mobile stage and fixed LED displays. And it has established great reputation in
the world LED screen industry.
Â
Media Contact:
Company: HTL Display Co.,LTD
Contact Person: Gary Tuli
Tel: +86-755-33123095
Address: Building B, Tongfukang Industrial Zone, Shiyan Town, Shenzhen, China
Email: enquiry@ledscreen.cc
Website: http://www.ledscreen.cc
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